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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
On behalf of the editorial board and staff of the Natural Resources
Journal, we are pleased to present Issue 60.2. This year was filled with loss,
struggle, and disappointment related to the COVID-19 pandemic. With sadness, the
Natural Resources Journal (NRJ) and the New Mexico Law Review cancelled the
bi-journal symposium entitled Activism and the Law: Legal Action Creating Social
Change. While we were disappointed by the cancellation of the event, the NRJ
editorial board and staff are pleased to include materials that would have been
presented at the symposium as part of Issue 60.2. The interviews and material
included in the symposium section of this issue represent the work of national
scholars and activists striving for civic engagement in the natural resources
landscape. We hope their contributions inspire new ways of thinking about how to
create change in the natural resources field.
While the symposium material focuses specifically on the importance of
civic engagement in the natural resources field, the issue begins by highlighting
historical natural resources issues, followed by examples of opportunities for
progress in the field. First, The Long View of the Water/Energy Nexus:
Hydropower’s First Century in the U.S.A. by Carl J. Bauer explores the historical
aspects of United States hydropower from a water/energy nexus. Then, The HNS
Convention: Will It Be a Game Changer for China’s Marine Pollution Law?, by
Ruixuan Zhuo focuses on evolving laws for marine pollution and demonstrates the
international scope needed for this issue. Next, Creating Contracts in a Vacuum:
Space Mining and the Creation of Future Contract Law by Kris Turner takes that
international view to outer space and considers how contract law will likely adapt
to the rapidly developing field of asteroid mining. Finally, in A Road Map to
Restoring Rivers: How the Klamath Basin Restoration Agreement Might Influence
Future Dam Removal and River Restoration Projects, author James C. Ish brings
the focus back to earth with a look at how the Klamath Basin Restoration
Agreement can inform future dam removal and river restoration agreements across
the country.
This issue is the product of considerable work by many individuals and we
are so grateful for the resiliency of our editorial board and staff and the patience of
our authors and contributors. First, we must thank Ariel MacMillan-Sanchez. The
symposium and the symposium material presented in this issue would not have
happened without her hard work. She went above and beyond in working to keep
the spirit of the symposium alive by ensuring that the voices of our symposium
speakers were heard in this issue. Second, NRJ would not be what it is today
without the guidance of Professor Clifford Villa. Finally, thank you to our NRJ
staff for their tireless work, even amid a global pandemic. We hope that you enjoy
the articles and materials of Issue 60.2.
Thank you,
Melanie McNett & Julia Shaver
Co-Editors-In-Chief
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